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Abstract
China is developing and deploying modern military systems,
especially conventional ballistic and cruise missiles, that could, if deployed
in sufficient numbers, give it the capability to stage a comprehensive
conventional surprise attack against American and allied air bases in
the western Pacific Ocean. Because those bases are close to China, they
would have only a short window for missile warning. Further, these air
bases lack robust, modern hardened facilities (many were built before the
advent of contemporary precision-guided munitions); therefore, such an
attack could all too plausibly neutralize most of the aircraft at those bases
at the time of attack, in particular by ballistic missiles. Since the US must
expect to be on the receiving end of an initial salvo, the US military must
be able to defeat or at least survive this threat. Leaders should consider
several countermeasures, including dispersal, passive defense, and active
defense. For decades, American bases in the Republic of Korea (South
Korea) have operated on the assumption that they are on the front line
of a potential conventional war and taken measures accordingly. While
circumstances have changed on the Korean Peninsula, the risk of war in
the Western Pacific area has arguably increased. The time has come for
civilian leaders and military commanders in charge of US aircraft and
assets at all other bases in the region to think of these assets as being on
the “front line” as well, and take the necessary protective measures.

Introduction
The emerging Chinese anti-access/area
denial (A2/AD) threat in the Western Pacific
must be considered a potentially revolutionary
change in the military situation across the
region.1 Although the likelihood of actual
hostilities is at present low, and China-Taiwan
relations are relatively stable, China’s salamislicing tactics in the South China Sea have so
far proven effective and involved little direct use
of military coercion.2 Deploying large numbers
of ballistic missiles and modern aircraft with
cruise missile capability and the range to
reach American and allied bases in the region
is a major part of China’s effort to unilaterally
change the balance of power across the Western
Pacific, while simultaneously attempting to
politically redefine the rules of maritime conduct
and establish China as the dominant military
power in the region. The threat is most acute
in the area between the Chinese mainland
and the “First Island Chain,” which stretches
from the Japanese home islands into Southeast

Asia.3 The US must expect this situation to grow
steadily worse as China continues its military
modernization by pursuing what amounts
to multiple parallel revolutions in its air and
space forces. The Trump Administration has
recognized this evolving threat, and moved to
shore up longstanding alliances. US Secretary of
Defense James Mattis has reaffirmed American
partnerships with both Japan and the Republic
of Korea (the ROK, otherwise known as South
Korea), and Secretary of State Rex Tillerson
endorses a hardline policy against China on the
South China Sea, which he elaborated on during
his confirmation hearings.
The first portion of this paper evaluates the
nature and capability of the increasing Chinese
A2/AD threat to American and allied bases in the
Western Pacific, particularly air bases. The second
discusses the vulnerability of these bases, and
implications of the threat against them. Finally,
this paper explores possible countermeasures
to preserve US and allied military options and
access to the region.

Above: The First and Second Island Chains in the Western Pacific (American View).
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Emerging Threats
The Chinese are developing and deploying
systems, especially conventional ballistic and cruise
missiles, that could, when deployed in sufficient
numbers in the not-very-distant future, give them
the capability to stage a comprehensive integrated
conventional surprise attack against American
and allied air bases in the Western Pacific region.4
Since those bases are close to China (which would
allow only short warning times against missile
attack), few in number, mostly
unhardened (and even hardened
The Chinese are developing
facilities are not necessarily proof
against modern precision guided
and deploying systems,
munitions, or PGMs), and usuespecially conventional
ally lightly defended against
ballistic
missile strikes, such an
ballistic and cruise missiles,
attack would all too plausibly
that could,...give them
neutralize most of the aircraft at
those bases at the time of attack.5
the capability to stage a
A Chinese attack would use
comprehensive integrated
some combination of a barrage
of ballistic and cruise missiles,
conventional surprise attack
along with air-to-surface missiles
(ASMs), aircraft, and remote
against American and allied
piloted aircraft (RPA), reinforced
air bases in the Western
by cyberattacks and, in some
cases, special operations forces,
Pacific region.
potentially using rockets and
mortars.6 The analysis in this paper concentrates
on the threats posed by missiles, aircraft, and
RPAs.
The missile threat—a revolution in precisionguided attack
While estimated to have a modest force of
nuclear ballistic missiles (75‒100 intercontinental
ballistic missiles, or ICBMs), China has deployed
a large force of conventional tactical ballistic
and cruise missiles, mostly under the People’s
Liberation Army (PLA) Rocket Force, for use
against land targets and, increasingly, ships.7 China
has steadily expanded the capabilities of this force
with precision-guided systems.8 The United States
must expect this threat will only increase over time.
Land attack ballistic missiles
The Chinese have a force of at least 1,200
conventional short-range ballistic missiles

(SRBMs), although evidently their force of
launchers is significantly smaller.9 (In 2012,
the DOD estimated the number of launchers
at 200‒250.10 It is reasonable to assume China
has deployed additional launchers since then.)
Historically these missiles have been unguided and
short ranged—most could reach Taiwan but not
Okinawa—but China is now deploying upgraded
missiles with longer range and precision guidance
that from coastal launch sites can reach not only
Okinawa but also most of Kyushu and much of
Luzon.11 Further, the Chinese are deploying a
version of the longer range DF-26 intermediaterange ballistic missile, which can reach Guam.12
China displayed 16 DF-26s in the September 3,
2015, Chinese V-Day parade, which presumably
indicates at least some variants of the missile are
in production.13 Recently, China has reportedly
been practicing missile strikes against mockups of
Pacific air and naval facilities.14
Additionally, although reports are ambiguous, the Chinese may have started deploying
non-nuclear electromagnetic pulse warheads on
some of their missiles.15 This would convert even
non-PGM warheads into a much greater threat.
Long-range land attack cruise missiles
China is currently building and deploying
“large numbers” (reportedly 200‒500 in 2012,
presumably more since; one study estimated as
many as 1,250 by 2017) of CJ-10/DH-10 and
DH-10A long-range (up to 2,000 km) groundlaunched land attack cruise missiles (LACMs). 16, 17
However, the number of launchers is considerably
lower, according to US estimates; DOD estimated
40‒55 launchers in 2012, although the launchers
carry multiple missiles.18 Additional LACMs (as
well as anti-ship cruise missiles) could presumably
be launched from other aircraft, from PLA
Navy (PLAN) submarines and surface ships,
from forward island bases, and potentially from
containers on civilian ships.
Recently, the Chinese have started deploying
long-range air-launched CJ-20 cruise missiles
(the air-launched version of the DH-10) on their
H-6K bombers, the upgraded Chinese version of
the Russian-designed Tu-16 Badger.19 They are
reported to have 36 such bombers in their inventory,
each of which can carry up to six CJ-20s.20
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China may also be developing a nextgeneration ground-launched cruise missile, the
HN-2000, described as being stealthy, equipped
with advanced sensors (millimeter-wave radar,
imaging infrared, laser radar, and synthetic
aperture radar), and using a guidance system
based on the Chinese Beidou satellite navigation
system.21 It is also reported to have a supersonic
terminal flight phase and an expected range of
4,000 km.22 China is apparently starting to deploy
a large new cruise missile, but so far it is unknown
if this is the HN-2000.
Improvements in combat aviation
Until fairly recently, the People’s Liberation
Army Air Force (PLAAF) and the PLA Navy
Air Force (PLANAF) were largely equipped with
Chinese-built variants of
Until fairly recently, the People’s unsophisticated, short-range,
single-role second or third
Liberation Army Air Force
generation Soviet designs,
such as the F-6 (MiG-19)
(PLAAF) and the PLA Navy Air
and the F-7 (MiG-21), mostly
Force (PLANAF) were largely
intended for air defense. This
started changing in the
equipped with Chinese-built
1990s when China acquired
variants of unsophisticated,
Russian fourth generation
Su-27 Flanker-family fighters.
short-range, single-role second
Since then this change has
or third generation Soviet
accelerated with China’s
development and production
designs... This started changing
of large numbers of its own
in the 1990s when China acquired versions of Su-27/Su-30/Su33 designs and its own fourth
Russian fourth generation Su-27 generation designs. China
has gone beyond cloning
Flanker-family fighters.
foreign (especially Russian)
aircraft, and now designs and builds modified or
new military aircraft and systems with limited or
no foreign assistance. Examples include:
•

J-11 Flanker family, based on the Russian Su27 (and its Su-30 and Su-33 derivatives). When
combined with Su-27s and Su-30s acquired
and Su-35s being acquired from Russia the
force totals about 400 aircraft.23 The Chinese
are producing several redesigned versions that
carry Chinese weapons, most significantly
the KD-88 air-to-surface land attack missile

(ASM), which has a range of 180‒200 km
(108‒120 miles).24 With a reported combat
radius of approximately 1,400 km, these aircraft
can potentially reach all bases on Taiwan, the
ROK, Okinawa, much of mainland Japan, and
Luzon from Chinese coastal bases, and most
of Japan from Manchurian bases even without
aerial refueling or using the KD-88. 25 While
many of these aircraft are not necessarily well
equipped or their crews trained for ground
attack, they could still pose a threat by serving
as launch platforms for ASMs.
•

J-10 Firebird family. The Chinese have
produced multiple versions of this dual-role
aircraft, often compared to the F-16. As of late
2015 China was estimated to have produced
over 400 J-10s.26 They have a reported combat
radius of up to 1,000 km, which would put
bases in Taiwan, Okinawa, the ROK, and
much of Luzon in range from Chinese coastal
bases; most of Japan potentially in range if they
could overfly North Korea from Manchurian
bases; and more of Japan and the Philippines
in range if they served as launch platforms for
KD-88 ASMs.

China is also continuing to design, upgrade,
and produce other combat aircraft, such as the JH7/7A Flounder fighter-bomber. As of 2017 China
had at least 210 JH-7/7As, divided between the
PLAAF (30‒40 aircraft) and the PLANAF, with
180.27 With a reported combat radius of over 1,600
kilometers, the JH-7/7A can potentially reach all
bases in the ROK, southern Japan, and Luzon
from Chinese coastal bases even without aerial
refueling or ASMs. 28
Finally, the Chinese are working on combat
aircraft with stealth characteristics. They may
have recently started initial production of the
J-20, an aircraft larger than the F-22 with at least
limited stealth.29 Reports on its performance are
fragmentary, but some estimate its combat radius
as over 1,800 km.30 In addition, the Chinese are
testing (and offering for foreign sale) a smaller
stealth fighter, the J-31, reported to have a similar
combat radius. 31,32 They may also be developing a
stealth strategic bomber, variously reported as the
H-8, H-20, or H-X.33
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The next threat: a revolution in RPAs and
unmanned combat air vehicles (UCAVs)
The Chinese have instituted a major effort to
develop new and more capable RPAs, and have
established a potentially impressive technology
and production base.34 China has even sold RPAs
to US allies such as Jordan, Saudi Arabia, and
the United Arab Emirates, and have provided
armed drones to Iraq.35 The US-China Economic
and Security Review Commission’s 2015 Annual
Report to Congress indicates that China possibly
plans to produce upwards of 41,800 land- and
sea-based unmanned systems, worth about $10.5
billion, between 2014 and 2023, although it did
not provide specifics as to their possible role and
capability.36
Much of China’s RPA effort centers on
intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance
(ISR)-related systems, including at least two
reported analogs to the American high-altitude
long-endurance RQ-4 Global
Much of China’s RPA effort
Hawk (the Divine Eagle and
the Xianglong/Soaring Dragon),
centers on intelligence,
as well as a large unmanned
airship and several mediumsurveillance, and reconnaisaltitude, long-endurance (MALE)
sance (ISR)-related systems, RPAs. 37, 38 The most widely reincluding at least two reported ported MALE systems include
the Yilong/Wing-loong, roughly
analogs to the American high- similar to the American MQ-1
altitude long-endurance RQ-4 Predator, and the CH-5, roughly
equivalent to the MQ-9 Reaper.39
Global Hawk...
The MALE systems, like their
American counterparts, can carry bombs and
missiles.40 Some reports indicate that in the “near
[timeframe unspecified] future,” the PLAAF could
have at least five RPA regiments, each with at
least 100 attack unmanned combat air vehicles, or
UCAVs.41
The Chinese are also reportedly working
on at least two stealthy UCAVs, including the
supersonic Anjian (Dark Sword), which, according
to unconfirmed reports, may have started testing
in 2014.42 At least one other UCAV design, the
Li Jian (Sharp Sword), may have started testing in
2013.43 In addition, China is working on the WJ600, supposedly with stealth features, which may
be a target drone but has been advertised as filling
an ocean-reconnaissance role to hunt US aircraft

carriers.44 Finally, China may have converted at
least 200 of its retired F-6 (Chinese-manufactured
MiG-19) and some J-7 (Chinese-manufactured
MiG-21) fighters into drones or UAVs, which have
the obvious potential of being used as decoys to
drain supplies of defensive systems.45
Publicly available information about the
number of Chinese military RPAs and UCAVs
deployed is very limited and varies widely.46,47
But China can evidently draw on a large resource,
potentially rapidly.
The “beetle bomb” threat—small RPAs
The so-called “beetle bomb” threat—more
correctly the low, slow, and small (LSS) threat—
is also rapidly emerging. Most attention has
focused on the possibility of drone collisions with
aircraft, and civil authorities acknowledge the
danger that small, cheap drones (“hobby drones”)
pose to airport operations (for example, the
Federal Aviation Administration has established
a 30-mile-radius no-drone zone around
Washington, D.C.’s National Airport).48 Yet the
far more comprehensive threats that swarms of
such drones pose to air operations at military
air bases are only gradually being recognized.
They include:
•

LSS drones could, literally, be beetle bombs:
small flying bombs sent against air base
facilities, aircraft, and personnel. The bombs
could fly directly into targets, or drop
undetonated explosives and then crash. The
explosives would have to be removed or
disarmed, while the crashed mini-UAVs would
have to be removed to prevent pieces from
being sucked into aircraft engines.

•

LSS drones carrying weapons and cameras
could be used to target personnel and aircraft.

•

Even if LSS drones are not used as bombs, by
crashing or just scattering scrap on runways
they could disrupt operations until they are
cleared. Further, because this tactic does not
directly cause casualties, it could be used
against reinforcing bases (and even civilian
airfields) in the United States while minimizing
the risk of conflict escalation.
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LSS drones are not necessarily one-time
threats. An enemy could release individual beetle
bombs or swarms of them at intervals (from garages
in a nearby town, from prepositioned containers,
or from a ship in a nearby harbor) as a harassment
tactic. More ambitiously, small drones might be
produced locally using three-dimensional printing.
Finally, drones with significant range and flight
time could be released from one or multiple points
and programmed with a variety of courses as a
multidirectional threat.
Air Base Vulnerability
In the Western Pacific, the US and its allies
depend on a small number of air bases. Aside
from bases in South Korea, a significant number
on Taiwan, and some in Japan (especially the
USAF base at Misawa AB, Japan), few bases in
the region are hardened, and those
that have shelters for aircraft may have
If they are daring, or
only a small number.49,50 For example,
desperate enough, the
Kadena AB on Okinawa has only 15
shelters; US bases in Japan at Futenma
Chinese could largely
on Okinawa, and Iwakuni, Yokota, and
neutralize what has
Atsugi on the main Japanese islands
have none. Japanese Air Self Defense
historically been one
Force (JASDF) bases at Nyuabaru and
of the United States’
Tsuika, where the US has contingency
access, have a “handful” of shelters.
most critical assets and
JASDF bases at Komatsu have 14, while
advantages: our ability to Chitose, on Hokkaido, has 28.51 Of
note, Philippine facilities the US may
securely project airpower be allowed to access in a crisis are likely
52
into the region, and seize not hardened. While the Air Force
has made efforts to harden at least some
air superiority over the
of its facilities, especially fuel supplies,
at
Andersen AB on Guam, the recently
Western Pacific.
constructed parking area for Marine
aircraft there evidently does not include shelters,
and the bombers, tankers, and ISR aircraft based
there are probably impossible to shelter. 53
Thus, while the situation may vary somewhat
depending on the particular scenario, the US
and its allies cannot count on automatic air
superiority in the Western Pacific over the long
term.54 Making the reasonable assumption that
China will fairly soon deploy the number of
missile launchers and advanced missiles necessary
to stage a comprehensive attack, we must expect

that American and Allied bases would potentially
be vulnerable to a series of missile barrages that
could overwhelm available and projected missile
defenses, and cause massive destruction to
unsheltered aircraft and personnel. Damage from
ballistic missile attacks would be compounded
by damage from LACMs, ASMs, air attacks,
and beetle bomb attacks. This means we can no
longer count on most US and allied bases in the
First Island Chain as survivable sanctuaries, and
we must expect that more distant bases, such as
those on Guam and the eastern Philippines, will
become vulnerable over time if they are not already
vulnerable today. At a minimum, the US and its
allies must assume that many or most friendly
aircraft based in Okinawa or mainland Japan
or the Philippines will not survive long enough
to get into the war. At worst, the US—and our
Japanese and Filipino allies in particular—face the
literal prospect of a Pearl Harbor-like attack (or,
perhaps more relevant, a Clark Field, where much
of the airpower America had in the Philippines in
December 1941 was caught on the ground) caused
by a Chinese surprise attack. If they are daring,
or desperate enough, the Chinese could largely
neutralize what has historically been one of the
United States’ most critical assets and advantages:
our ability to securely project airpower into the
region, and seize air superiority over the Western
Pacific. If we cannot count on their survival, our
forward bases and the aircraft located there will
become liabilities rather than assets in a crisis.
Compounding this would be the continuing
vulnerability of any replacement and reinforcing
aircraft we send into the theater, and the emerging
potential vulnerability of our aircraft carriers to
attack by anti-ship ballistic missiles (ASBMs).55
Further, reinforcing air bases (or civilian airports)
in Hawaii, Alaska, and on the west coast of the US
could potentially be vulnerable to attack from LSS
aircraft.
Countering the Threat
If the US and its allies want to continue to
operate effectively they must act immediately to
ensure the survivability of their Pacific air bases.
At the very least, this would reduce the potential
effectiveness, and therefore the attractiveness, of
Chinese preemption.
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The obvious first step in such an attack on
US and allied installations would be to degrade or
destroy the hostile launch bases and platforms, but
this would encounter major difficulties.
•

Presumably the US would not be allowed
to preempt, so it could only target adversary
assets as part of a counterattack. That means
the Chinese would have the initiative, and we
would likely be forced to fight a “come-as-youare” war with little or no preparation.

•

Depending on the circumstances, for political
reasons we might (as in the Korean War in
particular) permit the enemy a geographic
sanctuary, or we might not be
allowed to attack some categories
While air bases are fixed
of targets. The PLA Rocket Force
targets, cruise missile
controls both China’s conventional
tactical missiles and its strategic
and ballistic missile
nuclear missiles.56 If this force stores
launchers are mobile,
both types of missiles at the same
facilities,
attacking those facilities
which makes them much
would be potentially escalatory.
harder to target, especially The same concern would apply to
suppressing the Chinese integrated
if they are protected by an
air defense system (IADS) to enable
attacks on other targets, or attacking
IADS, hardened dispersal
Chinese ISR-related targets to
facilities,... and denial and prevent them from tracking our
own systems. In particular, attacks
deception measures.
on command and control targets,
especially systematic attacks on the Chinese
national command structure, would carry
grave risks of escalation to an even larger war—
perhaps nuclear.

Countermeasures to help in this goal include
dispersal, passive defense, and active defense tools
and strategies.
Dispersal strategies
Initially the US and its allies could disperse
forces to additional bases and within individual
bases, in the event intelligence indicated the
likelihood of an attack. To a degree the US intends
to do this with its recent agreement to again access
Philippine bases (but this will likely not be as
robust an agreement as those with other allies in
the region). Unfortunately, the geography of the
Western Pacific region means that dispersal bases
may be very distant from contingency areas (for
instance, for a South China Sea scenario, bases
in the ROK and the main Japanese islands may
be as far or farther away than Guam). Even more
important, most or all additional bases are also
vulnerable and likely to be within range of the
missile and air threat, so the Chinese could defeat
dispersal by continuing to deploy missiles and
launchers. More distant bases (in the southern
Philippines, Guam, Tinian, and Palau, east of
the southern Philippines) would face the same
problems over time.
The US and its allies could also use highways
as airfields, as has occasionally been done in places
such as Cold War-era Western Europe.58 The US
could also disperse aircraft within an airfield to
enlarge the area the Chinese would have to attack.
However, these measures would place additional
burdens on security forces, maintenance, and
fueling personnel. Further, the US and its allies
could use civilian airfields, but would face the
same vulnerabilities as other unhardened facilities,
and could represent a significant security challenge.

• While air bases are fixed targets, cruise
missile and ballistic missile launchers are
mobile, which makes them much harder to
target, especially if they are protected by an
IADS, hardened dispersal facilities (most
known ballistic missile deployment sites have
underground facilities nearby), and denial and
deception measures. 57

Passive defense: hardening and decoys
The next step would involve hardening US
and allied bases and providing them with rapid
repair and reconstitution capability, as we have
done with bases in the ROK and some other bases
for decades. Unfortunately, aside from the bases
in the ROK, a significant number on Taiwan, and
some in Japan, few bases in the Western Pacific
Since US forces must expect to be on the region are hardened, and even those may have only
receiving end of the first salvo of any attack, a small number of shelters for aircraft. Moreover,
we must be able to defeat or at least survive it. while hardened “hangarettes” could protect
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fighter and attack aircraft, it would be much more
difficult to protect large aircraft such as bombers,
transports, and tankers (although open-topped
revetments may provide at least partial protection).
Unfortunately, the US still confronts an ongoing
downturn in defense spending, and hardening
bases will be expensive. An aircraft shelter can cost
up to $10 million.59
Use of decoys might provide some protection
by forcing the attacker to waste effort on false targets,
or using fake damage to convince an adversary
that additional attacks are unnecessary. However,
the decoys would have to be sophisticated, given
the likely increasing sophistication of Chinese ISR.
Active defenses: electronic warfare, missile
defense, and more
Against an increasingly comprehensive threat,
the US and its allies will need comprehensive
defenses that integrate electronic warfare (EW),
ballistic missile defense (BMD), anti-cruise missile/
anti-aircraft defense, anti-UAV
Defense against ballistic
systems, and, depending on the
missiles will prove especially location, anti-rocket, artillery,
mortar defenses, and ground
difficult... A large salvo or
defenses. Unfortunately, to do
this,
the US must massively
a series of salvos would
upgrade its defensive capabilities,
exhaust the supply of
which would include deploying
defensive missiles no matter unprecedented types of defenses.
Compounding the difficulty
how effective the interceptors, will be that such defenses, as a
rule, would be provided by more
and any use by the attacker
than one military service (for
example, the Army has primary
of penetration aids such as
responsibility for air and missile
decoys would compound the
defense of ground bases, using
difficulty for the interceptors. such systems as the Terminal High
Altitude Area Defense (THAAD)
missiles on Guam) or by allied governments.60
Fortunately, most of the systems deployed are
American designed, which at least would reduce
if not largely eliminate integration problems
with allies equipped with compatible systems. It
becomes clear when examining the range of threats
facing bases that the US (and its allies, who would
need access to US defensive technologies) needs to
build an integrated aerospace defense system – not
just for air defense alone.

Defense against ballistic missiles will prove
especially difficult. Currently, the primary defense
employs interceptor missiles (such as the Navy’s
Aegis system or THAAD), which, unfortunately,
are expensive. Therefore, cost would limit the supply
of such missiles, and the cost-exchange ratio would
likely favor the attacker. A large salvo or a series
of salvos would exhaust the supply of defensive
missiles no matter how effective the interceptors,
and any use by the attacker of penetration aids such
as decoys would compound the difficulty for the
interceptors. The US could also use EW, at the very
least to jam or spoof Chinese navigation satellite
signals in the vicinity of its bases. Furthermore,
future technology might change the cost-exchange
ratio; by enabling interceptors to destroy more
than one warhead, for example.61
Another option would involve deploying
advanced guns for BMD use. One possibility
would be to use railguns—guns whose projectiles
are electromagnetically launched rather than fired
by chemical propellants—to defend land bases.
The US Navy is experimenting with railguns for
shipboard use, and the US Army is considering
them for BMD use.62 Since railgun rounds would
be comparatively cheap and have long range and
high speed, they have the potential to drastically
change the BMD cost-exchange ratio, especially
if the rounds are maneuverable. Hypervelocity
rounds fired by conventional guns would reportedly
have similar effects at much less cost.63
Defense against cruise missiles, ASMs, and
aircraft would require a mix of defensive aircraft,
defensive missiles, and likely antiaircraft artillery
for terminal defenses (Some sources claim regular
artillery can perform this role).64 The US and its
allies already have many of these systems in place,
although they will undoubtedly need more of
them to buttress defenses, and would need to tie
them together into an integrated system capable of
operating with capabilities such as Aegis and the
US Air Force’s E-3 Airborne Warning and Control
System (AWACS) aircraft. In particular, cruise
missile defense would require long-range sensors
to detect incoming threats. This could require
a system such as the Tethered Aerostat Radar
System or the Joint Land Attack Cruise Missile
Defense Elevated Netted Sensor, which includes
an aerostat-mounted radar.
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The next layer of defense would consist
of systems to detect and defend against the
aforementioned beetle bomb threat. While the
US should expect that such defenses will soon be
deployed at every major airfield and airport, as
small RPAs proliferate around the world, defenses
at military airfields will undoubtedly require a
hard kill capability against a likely greater threat.
A variety of such systems, with varying levels of
sophistication, are starting to appear already.65 The
US and its allies should systematically evaluate
the capabilities of these systems, and deploy the
most effective defenses. Over time, reinforcement
of these defenses will be required, such as utilizing
increasingly powerful directed energy weapons for
defensive purposes.66
Conclusion
The possibility of a war in the Western Pacific
is, at present, low. However, so were the threats of
a Soviet attack on Western Europe and a nuclear
attack on the US during the Cold War. Prudence
led the US and its allies to invest immense resources
in preparing against those possibilities.
During the Cold War, Air Force bases in the
Federal Republic of Germany in particular faced
a threat from Soviet forces in Eastern Europe and

the western Soviet Union. Since the armistice that
ended the Korean War, US bases in the ROK have
functioned under the assumption they could be
subject to attack on short notice. Past American
efforts to counteract these threats have relied
on a combination of active and passive defenses
and rapid repair and reconstitution. The US and
its allies need to duplicate these measures at its
Western Pacific bases and, more selectively, at
other facilities in the Pacific region (or those that
support the Pacific region). All personnel at other
bases and on US ships in the region should think
of themselves as being in a forward area. The front
line is no longer just Korea, and our air bases in the
region are no longer peacetime airbases.
In March 1941, US Army Air Forces Maj
Gen F.L. Martin, commander of the Hawaiian Air
Force, and Rear Adm P.N.L. Bellinger, commander
of the Hawaiian Naval Base Defense Air Force,
warned of the danger of a surprise attack against
Pearl Harbor.67 Tragically, the commanders whom
they advised (Army Gen Walter Short and Navy
Adm Husband Kimmel) ignored the warning—
leading to disastrous results on December 7,
1941. As threats grow more potent and potential
adversaries grow stronger, the US cannot afford to
have this happen again in the Pacific.
✪
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